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To cultivate generations of healthy eaters 

Nourish Nova Scotia supports the health and learning of Nova Scotia’s children and youth.  Nourish is the largest 

funder of school breakfast programs in Nova Scotia.  Regardless of the reason – early mornings, long bus rides, 

lack of good food – many students come to school hungry.  School breakfast programs give an opportunity to 

nourish students in a social setting and improve health and education outcomes.  Nourish provides a sustainable 

source of funding to support school breakfast programs in communities across the province. 

Founded in 2012 by a group of stakeholders with experience and passion working in school food programs, we 

operate through a network of more than 3600 school and community-based volunteers. In 2012-2013 program 

volunteers served four million breakfast meals in 360 programs supporting Nova Scotia students to eat well so 

they can learn well and be healthy. 

 

Nourish Nova Scotia is a leader and partner in the development and dissemination of nutrition programs and 

resources. We build capacity for healthy eating in schools by offering trustworthy and useful resources for a host 

of nutrition programs and initiatives including school breakfast, snack, garden and cooking skills programs.  We 

believe if you teach kids to eat “real food” early on, they will be great eaters throughout life, and that good 

food=good thinking.  Our motivation is simple: children who eat well-balanced and healthy meals have better 

health and education outcomes. To that end we advocate for programs and policies that contribute to            

supportive environments for children and youth to be healthy so they may be better prepared to reach their 

potential in the classroom. 

ORGANIZATIONAL 
2014 

PURPOSE 

“Our breakfast program is one more way in which our school says ‘Welcome, we want you here.’  Through this 

and other programs, the school community reaches out to provide a warm and caring environment that 

fosters the growth and development of our adolescents academically, physically and socially.”   

Jr. High School Principal 

“Being able to feed our students breakfast has changed the entire dynamics of our school. Our students work 

better and we see a decrease in discipline issues.” 

Elementary School Teacher 
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VISION AND MISSION 

2014 

PRINCIPLES AND VALUES 

Vision 

All Nova Scotia children and youth are well nourished to live, learn and play. 

Mission 

Nourishing children and youth in Nova Scotia by promoting and supporting food and  

nutrition programs in partnership with communities and schools. 

What we do:  

 Provide grants and resources to support food and nutrition programs. 

 Advocate for the nutritional health and well-being of children and youth.  

 Cultivate nutrition knowledge, food skills and healthy eating practices through 

education and awareness building activities. 

Principles and Values 

Integrity: We deliver our       

mandate with integrity,           

accountability and transparency. 

Creativity: We embrace 

creativity, encourage innovation 

and respond to situations with 

resourcefulness and flexibility. 

Respect: We believe respect 

and value for others strengthen 

us as a whole. 

Collaboration: We are             

committed to an inclusive and  

collaborative approach to ensure 

sustained results. 

Excellence: We are committed 

to excellence, using expertise 

and evidence to guide our work. 

Support for Local: We support 

and invest in Nova Scotia people, 

products and services. 
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STRATEGIC PATH 

2014 

THE ROAD TO 2016 

In April of 2014, the Nourish Board of Directors and staff gathered for a full day strategic session.                       

The Organizational Policy and Planning Team led the event using facilitation methods and principles, based in 

Art of Hosting techniques. Building on the work of the past several years, the objective of the day was to 

identify key themes that, when actioned, would support our vision and mission for the organization moving 

forward to 2016. 

Four strategic priorities to guide our path forward: 

Experience tells us that parents and kids want to eat healthy, but they are looking for help to 

find ways of making that easier. Nourish can help, and I can help Nourish. 

           Nourish Board Member 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

LAUNCH 

 

This was an amazing year 

of firsts for Nourish Nova 

Scotia.  We officially 

launched on November 7, 

2013 with the help of the 

Nova Scotia Health and 

Wellness Minister, the 

Honorable Leo Glavine. 

Nourish celebrated the          

culmination of two years 

of intensive work to get 

the organization off the 

ground. 

Our inaugural event was              

celebrated with Nourish champions 

and supporters, along with staff 

and students from Halifax West 

High School.   

The first public screening of The 

Story of Us Nourish video kicked off 

the event, helping to set the stage 

for our organization to emerge.  

Family studies students from 

Halifax West High School prepared 

the nourishing snacks for the event 

based on Strive For Five recipes. 

 

“Our breakfast program provides our students with a safe environment to join their peers in the 

morning to start their day off on a positive note while enjoying a balanced breakfast. “ 

           Vice Principal, Elementary School  

https://nourishns.ca/our-story/the-story-of-us-video
https://nourishns.ca/our-story/the-story-of-us-video
https://nourishns.ca/program-resources/cooking-skills
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HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS 

Our physical presence as an entity was established this year as well.  We contracted an executive        

director, as well as hired staff to support fund development and administration activities.  The first    

order of business was to set up an office, acquire equipment and set-up shop to carry out our work. 
 

We continue to dedicate significant resources to supporting 

our foundational program—breakfast. In September      

breakfast program grants were successfully distributed to 

public school boards in Nova Scotia. Using an equitable   

funding formula and a participatory approach that             

encourages all school boards to be part of the funding    

formula process, $750,000 was allocated to provide a        

sustainable source of core funding to all breakfast programs 

in Nova Scotia.  
 

Responding to the needs and requests of volunteers and 

partners, we created a host of practical resources to support 

program operations.  The resources, available online, were 

developed to assist with all aspects of program management 

including: healthy menu planning, volunteer management, 

food safety, healthy fundraising, healthy holiday 

celebrations, and much more.   
  

In addition to supporting more than four million breakfast 

meals in NS last year, Nourish is currently working to develop 

our next program—edible school gardens.  We strongly believe in the importance of connecting 

children and youth with the growing cycle of real food and giving them the knowledge, skill and 

confidence to grow their own. 

FACT:  of Elementary and  of Junior/Senior 

students come to school without having had a            

healthy breakfast. 

 

360 Breakfast Programs 

3600 Volunteers 

4 Million Breakfasts 

Served 

1 Goal 

To support the health 

and learning of           

Nova Scotia           

children and youth 
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Nourish supported 360 public school 

breakfast programs in Nova Scotia last 

year, thanks to the supportive partnership 

of the Province of Nova Scotia.  In NS, 90% 

of schools now have a breakfast program!   

Using an equitable funding formula co-

created with stakeholders around the 

province in 2011, $750,000 was allocated 

to school boards. In turn, school boards 

distributed funds to schools within their 

boards based on their knowledge of local 

needs and conditions. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS 

School Board Breakfasts Served Students 

AVRSB 494,805 13579 

CB-VRSB 660,740 13839 

CCRSB 608,983 21050 

CSAP 159,455 4828 

HRSB 1,103,355 49079 

SRSB 433,257 6816 

SSRSB 382,309 6852 

TCRSB 227,478 6494 

Total 4,070,382 122,537 

$237,985 

$130,000 $56,959 

$91,333 

$55,305 

$44,781 

$103,732 

$29,905 

 

2013-2014 Breakfast  Program         

Funding  by School Board 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

RECOGNIZING VOLUNTEERS 

We love volunteers! Breakfast programs are volunteer driven and community owned and operated.  A small 

army of volunteers, more than 3600 strong, are up and at it early every day to ensure students get a healthy 

start to their day.  Nourish showed appreciation for the tremendous dedication and commitment of these       

volunteers with thank-you certificates replete with artwork crafted by students. 

One simple way we reach our volunteers, supporters and the general public is through an orchestrated social 

media presence. We are active on both Twitter and Facebook, and have a You Tube presence and an engaging 

website. We use social media to engage followers in our activities and raise awareness for the organization. 

Twitter and Facebook activities help drive traffic to our website resources. Google Analytics helps us to monitor 

website use and resource uptake.  We are continually populating our website with new tools and resources to 

encourage visitors to return again and again.  We’ve positioned ourselves as the “go to” for reliable and 

trustworthy nutrition information and resources in Nova Scotia. 

PHINNEY COVE ELEMENTARY 

“I want the children in my community to be successful, the best that they can be, and if I can help 

in any way I’m going to do something. I know how important breakfast is to learning.”                              

           Breakfast Program Volunteer 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
2014 

SUPPORTING HEALTHY FOOD ENVIRONMENTS 

One of the roles inherent in our work is to advocate for 

healthy food environments for Nova Scotia children 

and youth so they can live, learn and play.  To that end, 

Nourish is aligned with provincial policies, actions and 

strategies that support healthy eating environments 

for children and youth. 

Nourish has been actively involved with the work of 

the Nova Scotia Public Schools Food and Nutrition 

Policy Advisory Committee for the past several years. 

We’re looking forward to assisting schools to 

implement the revised policy due for release in 2015.    

Breakfast programs and Nourish are also aligned with 

the provincial Health Promoting Schools program and 

the provincial healthy living strategy, Thrive! The 

creation of Nourish by stakeholders was a named 

action in Thrive! 

In addition to policy support, we collaborate with a 

variety of health and education partners to create 

opportunities to move our collective work forward. We 

actively seek out aligned organizations and 

opportunities to advance our mission and vision in 

service of children and youth. 

Advocacy at a national level is also part of our 

mandate.  We are active members of the Coalition for 

Healthy School Food Network and are working to build 

momentum for Federal support of a  universal, healthy 

school food program. 

The Food and Nutrition Policy for NS Public Schools was established in 2006 with the 

objective to make healthy food/beverages the easy choice in the school setting. 

Children and youth spend up to 50% of their waking hours in school and consume 30-50% of 

their daily food intake during this time, making it the ideal setting to promote and encourage 

healthy eating habits through education, peer and adult role modeling, environmental    

changes and supportive policies to enable students to make healthy choices.   

https://thrive.novascotia.ca/
https://www.ednet.ns.ca/healthy_eating/
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OUR ENVIRONMENT 
2014 

RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Awareness and the Competitive Environment 

Individuals and organizations donate money to known and respected charities. There are well-established national 

charities that help fund breakfast programs in Nova Scotia, causing confusion. As a newly formed organization 

Nourish is acutely aware of the importance of building awareness for our local brand.  Awareness is a key strategic 

priority for the coming years. Resources have been allocated to support awareness raising activities established in 

the work plan as part of the April strategic session. 

Competition is a reality in any business, and the charitable realm is no exception.  The key to being a leader in the 

field is to differentiate the organization in areas that matter most. 

The health and well-being of Nova Scotia’s children and youth are central to the Nourish purpose and this is 

supported by our structure.  Well-developed development policies, supported by our engagement governance 

model, ensure partnership and gift acceptance decisions serve to benefit children and youth.  We seek to build 

relationships with like-minded individuals, organizations and corporations who want to contribute to the healthy 

development of children and youth and the good food environment in Nova Scotia.  This clear focus and intent sets 

us apart.   

Another point of differentiation is the Nourish expertise in the field of school nutrition.  Between the Nourish board 

and staff there are six nutritionists, with a wide variety and great depth of experience working in and with school 

food programs. This background and experience allows us to be nimble and responsive to the needs of our 

programs and our partners as we are in-house experts in the field. No other charitable organization, provincial or 

national has this depth of nutrition expertise. 

Board Composition 

Founding members of Nourish include five nutritionists and one home economist.  This expert composition served 

to provide the clear direction required to establish a robust health and nutrition centered foundation for the 

organization. With compelling mission, vision, purpose, values and principles reinforced by a vibrant governance 

structure and supportive policies, the organization has a solid foundation. 

Nourish seeks to attract diverse talent to the organization.  Diversity will serve to strengthen the organization by 

bringing new skills and perspectives into the group. Working in one of the four Nourish Teams, new volunteers are  

orientated with the organization in preparation for movement onto the Board of Directors.   

Reliance on Government Funding 

Currently Nourish is reliant on government funding to support both breakfast programs and administration.  While 

our government partnership is non-partisan, strong, and of mutual benefit, on an ongoing basis this situation is of 

concern. The Board is aware of the potential impact if there is no continuance of operational funding once the 

current agreement ends. The challenge of securing and maintaining strong core funding remains a top priority for 

the Board. To this end the board is working to develop and diversify new revenue streams, while negotiating to 

maintain current levels of support. 
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GOVERNANCE 
2014 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

 

Nourish governance is a function and a process, not a structure, so its functions need not be located solely 

within the confines of our board. With our engagement governance model, decision making - and thus power - 

is redistributed and shared, creating joint ownership, empowerment and accountability.  As a result, those 

closest to our work–volunteers, supporters and staff - are partners with the Nourish board.  A more inclusive 

governance framework is conducive to our work.   

As a non-profit, we are a vehicle for ordinary people to achieve great success. We have natural communities 

that can advocate our work with funders and government, subsidize our work through voluntarism, and 

provide perspective on how to solve problems and move into the future. 

The Nourish staff and Board of Directors is supported by the work of four main leadership teams, populated by 

staff, board members, volunteers and champions/supporters who sign on as volunteers. The model encourages  

those most closely vested in the interests of the organization to have an opportunity to fully participate. 

The Nourish model is     

developed on an 

expanded notion of 

governance that is built 

on participatory 

principles and moves 

beyond the Nourish 

Board of Directors as the 

sole locus of governance.  

This redistribution of 

power makes us more 

resilient and responsive 

and creates a dynamic 

community presence. 
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GOVERNANCE 
2014 

BOARD, TEAMS AND STAFF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Board of Directors 

Janice Silver, Chair 
 

Monica Rodriguez, Vice Chair 
 

Jill White, Treasurer 
 

Margo Riebe-Butt, Secretary, Ex-Officio 
 

Debbie Madore, Director 
 

Kimberley Hernandez, Director, Ex-Officio,  
NS Department of Health and Wellness 
 

Natalie Flinn, Director, Ex-Offico, NS Department of    

Education and Early Childhood Development 

Staff 

Margo Riebe-Butt, Executive Director 

Janice MacNeil, Fund Development Officer 

 

Retired Board Member 

Joy Shears, Founding Member 
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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE 
2014 

CHAIR AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

At Nourish we care deeply about the health and     

well-being of the children and youth of our      

province. We believe that healthy children are better 

able to learn and better learners are healthier.  We 

know that if you teach kids to eat “real food” early on 

they will be great eaters throughout life and that 

eating real food helps to keep our people, our 

communities, and our economy healthier. Because 

our children are both the citizens of today and the communities of tomorrow we are committed to supporting 

nourishment and food literacy programs in order to make the school setting the healthiest environment 

possible.   

 

We recognize the health and well-being of our children and youth will not be addressed by more or better     

programs alone, but rather when we collectively take action to address issues and challenges at multiple levels.  

We are also acutely aware that we need to rebuild a healthy eating culture and a value for real food, within a 

food environment that is both complex and challenging.  

We are building capacity and fostering connections in our schools and communities while at the same time     

advocating for healthy public policy with government partners in order to co-create a healthy future for our 

children and youth to live, learn and play.  We need help. We cannot do it alone. 

 

We invite all Nova Scotians to participate in creating a healthier future for our children and youth by investing in 

Nourish. In return, we will continue to strengthen and develop community-based programs that support the 

health and well-being of our youngest citizens. Breakfast programs, school gardens, farm to school initiatives, 

food skills programs are among those already highlighted by stakeholders as important.  

 

Our desire for today’s children and youth is to understand, appreciate and value real food. We want to foster a 

desire to learn about nutrition, cook from scratch, plan real food meals and celebrate traditions surrounded with 

good food. We want to arm our youth with knowledge and food literacy skills so they can understand what 

nourishment means to the body, what local farmers and producers mean for our economic and social            

prosperity, and how to connect the dots between the garden and the table. We are taking action to create real 

change for the future health and prosperity of Nova Scotia. Won’t you help us grow? 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Janice Silver, Chair,  Nourish Nova Scotia    Margo Riebe-Butt, Executive Director, Nourish Nova Scotia 
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OUR FINANCIAL HEALTH 
2014 

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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GROWING SUPPORT 
2014 

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS 

As a young organization, building awareness for our vision, mission and purpose, engaging volunteers, and 

increasing financial support are priorities. We strive to increase funding and resources for breakfast programs 

and to expand our nutrition mandate so that we can develop and sustain new nutrition programs that support 

healthy eating environments for children and youth in Nova Scotia.  We’re working to build relationships with 

individuals and organization that share our vision for a healthy food future here in Nova Scotia.                                      

Fund Raising  

Fundraising activities were reactive to the 

awareness and program activities. 

Holiday Campaign: highlighted in the 

Chronicle Herald’s Thrive! story on Nourish. 

Nutrition Month events: third party events 

inspired by our website ideas to encourage 

healthy celebrations, and support for 

Nourish. 

Teacher Campaign: end of school year gift 

donations, with thank-you cards for the 

teacher being recognized. 

Fund Saving  

Great partnerships help keep organizational 

costs low by providing in-kind donations. 

Extreme Group: creative, logo, brand 

development web design, and web hosting. 

NewPace/NewNet: office space free of 

charge, including basic office furniture, 

utilities, landline access, internet, and 

parking. 

Fundmetric:  discounted donor database 

software. 

Urn Song: locally, hand-crafted thank-you 

pottery, with a Nourish twist. 

Friend Raising  

Volunteer resources are essential to our work and the programs we support. 

Directors of our Volunteer Board were integral to the creation of Nourish and continue 

to work countless hours, sharing their vast expertise to ensure future success.  Each 

director leads one of four leadership teams actively supporting the work of the 

organization.  It is on these four leadership teams we invite new Nourish volunteers to 

engage in our work and begin building their knowledge of the organization. 

Nourish also has opportunities for volunteers to support events or activities on an 

adhoc basis. 

How We are Growing 

https://nourishns.ca/our-story/board-of-directors
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GROWING SUPPORT 
2014 

PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 

Nutrition Month Challenge 

First-year nutrition and dietetics students, Amy Grann 

and Sarah Bligh, organized a potluck to raise money 

and awareness for Nourish Nova Scotia at Acadia 

University. Students and faculty enjoyed simple, 

healthy food and learned about Nourish.  Donations 

were collected in support of Nourish as part of the 

Nutrition Month Challenge. Nourish ran a con-current 

social media campaign supporting the theme “Simply 

Cook and Enjoy” with daily “tweets” highlighting links 

to healthy eating resources and tips . 

 

The Fall River Yoga Centre and Nourish Nova Scotia co-hosted “LOVE, THE SECRET INGREDIENT IN FOOD:        

An Experiential Playshop and Fundraiser for Nourish Nova Scotia.” The event was a fund and awareness raising 

event for Nourish, and was offered as a gift from the co-owners of the Fall River Yoga Centre.    

“We believe that preparing nourishing food is one of the greatest gifts we can share with our loved ones, 

communities, and the world. We believe that this is one of the ways we can change our world for the better.”   

said John Coleman, Co-Owner, Fall River Yoga Centre.        

“Offering this event in collaboration with Nourish is in perfect alignment with our values as fellow lovers of 

real, good, healthy and sustainable food.”  shared Michelle Murton, Co-Owner, Fall River Yoga Centre.    

The day was dedicated to celebrating and exploring the deeper meaning and value of food in our lives - the 

miracle of it, the sensory experience, and how it has the power to nourish all parts of us - body, mind and 

spirit.   This was one of two special events hosted at the centre in support of Nourish. 

https://nourishns.ca/nutrition-month-challenge
http://www.fallriveryoga.com/
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GROWING SUPPORT 
2014 

IT ALL ADDS UP 

Our youngest donor, Brayden White, hand delivered $75 of his 

birthday money along with a personal note to Nourish 

Executive Director, Margo. He sums up why he thinks 

breakfast is important for all children.  We couldn’t agree 

more!   

 

Dear Margo,  

I want all children to be 

able to eat healthy 

foods.  Healthy eating 

helps you to play and 

think.  When you are 

hungry you can’t 

think very well.  All 

kids should be able to 

have healthy food.  This 

is why I wanted to give 

some of my birthday 

money to Nourish Nova 

Scotia. 

From Brayden White  

 

Atlantic Central, the regional trade 

association that provides leadership, 

advocacy and support services to credit 

unions across Atlantic Canada joined us 

at our launch on November 7, 2013 to 

present a cheque for $5,000-our first 

major corporate donation! 

As co-operative organizations, we share 

principles and recognize the value of 

local actions and the relationship it has 

to the environmental, economic and 

social prosperity of Nova Scotia. 

Alison Gillan from Atlantic Central  presents Nourish Chair, 

Janice Silver with a basket of apples representing the donation. 
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GROWING SUPPORT 
2014 

PARTNERS AND DONORS 

Sustaining 

Platinum 

Silver 

Friends 

Monica Rodriguez 

Organizations 

Fall River Yoga 

NSGEU 

Province House Credit Union 

Cape Breton Victoria Regional School Board  

LBN Bookkeeping Services 

Collision Sports 

Urn Song Pottery 

 

Individuals 
 

Tracy Adamson · Scott Brown · Sandra Cameron  

Catherine Chenhall · Karen Crawford  

Jo-Ann Dawson · Maggie Doucett 

Nicole Druhan McGinn · Sheryl Drysdale 

Michelle Ehrmantraut · Jennifer Green 

Kathy Inkpen · Chris Kolmatycki · Dawn Lewis  

Janice MacNeil · Debbie Madore 

Jessie-Lee McIsaac · Lorna McLagan · Judy Millett 

Kaitlin Negus · Carolyn Newbery · Adele Poirier  

Margo Riebe-Butt · Diana Robbers Alwayn  

Jennifer Robley · Holly Rogers · Janice Silver  

Sheila Stevenson · Tara Taylor · Brayden White 

Jill White · Kristin Williams · Bernadette Willigar  

Sharon Young 

“It goes without saying that hungry children don’t learn well. Therefore having the option to 
have breakfast is immeasurable in terms of their wellbeing.” 
 

                Principal, Consolidated School 
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GIVING THANKS 
2014 

 

A special thank you to Sheri White, Urn Song Pottery, for hand crafting beautiful thank you 

gifts for this year’s major partners and donors. 

https://www.facebook.com/urnsongpottery

